
HINTS AS TO RBSOUROiSS AND LTABILITIIS.

repourceB and liabilltien thus shown must agree in a certain sense,
with the accounts phowinf» gains and losses. Any careful observer,
however, must be aware that all classes of resources are not equallv
valuable; and that,' in the course of trade, persons may become in-

debted to ue both on note and account who will never pay ; the re-

source thus represented bein^ absolutely valueless. In estimating the
condition of a concern, therefore, it is well to know whether the books
are truthful; that is whether the rt$ourcea exhibited on their pages
art' a'tisolute or fictitious. The liabilities are always presnmed to be
genuine.) The importance of this precaution will be apparent when
we consider that al gains in business, as shown by representative ac-

counts, are predicated upon the integrityof the resources. Forinstance,
suppose we sell A, $300 worth of Merchandise, and take hie note for

it. In recording the transaction, w« credit Merchandise, and debit
Bills Receivable. In estimating our gains and losses, we, of course
include among the proceeds of Merchandise this amount, which adds
$300 to our gains. Our Merchandise account is closed, and the result
finds its way into the Loss and Gain account, thus having an impor
tant bearing upon the apparent prosperity of the business. But sup-
pose this note should prove toorthleaa. It is now evident that the $300
credited to Merchandise account was not a legitimate product, and
that all gains predicated upon it are necessarily fictitious. But tliejo

are other resources represented in the Ledger, the exact value of which
is uncertain,—they may be worth their face, or halfof it, or nothing.
How shall they be treated in a general exposition of aflUirs? Shouli],

we consider thein all valueless, and close them into Loss and Gain
the error may be a« great as to permit them to remain and represent
actual worth. The most approved method of diaposing of this class

of accounts, is to permit them to remain upon the Ledger, but to neu-
tralize their effect by opening an aooount showing fictitious liabilities

of the same account. Aa appropriate title for this account is ** Sus-
pense." When therefore doubtful resources exist on our Ledger, and
we do not wish to represent anything more than actual gains, the

process should be to debit Lose and Gain, and credit "Suspense"
with the amount of the doubtful resources. If any of these are after-

wards paid, or their value becomes tangible, it is very easy to restore

them by debiting Suspense and crediting lioss and Gain. This method
is far preferable to the more usual one of closing up all doubtful ac-

count into Suspense. The Suspense acc«unt in the latter case would
represent either a loss or a resource. If a loss the amount may as

well go at once to the Loss and Gain aooount; and if a resource, it

had much better remain under its own more appropriate title. But
the chief objection to this course would be the exhibitng ot accounts
as clo&ed, which are yet owing and may be paid. If Mr. A, forin-

stance, wliom we thus consider doubtful, ahould desire to see hie ao-

count i?i our Ledi^er, that he may pay it, it might be awkwaid to

iulbrm him that, iwving considered his account worthless we had
carried it into Loaa and Gain. He might not desire to change ov
estimate of the value of his iodebtedneee.


